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Abstract
Corporate governance ranking is a recent issue for Turkish firms. Although the new regulations in Turkey
encourage the firms to get corporate ratings, firms are not obliged to get them. It is those firms which trade their
stocks in the Istanbul Stock Exchange (ISE) that are interested in governance ratings, while corporate
governance rating is a luxury for firms that do not trade their stocks publicly. The objective of this paper is to
investigate whether or not investors take the corporate governance rankings into account in their evaluation of
stock price. Since the first rating was in 2006, all the rated firms quoted to ISE were examined for the years 2006
to 2010 using a price model. Further analysis is carried out in order to assess the total impact of corporate
governance on stock price by eliminating any correlation between the independent accounting variables and
corporate governance scores. The results suggest that the corporate governance rankings are positively and
significantly associated not only with the financial performance but also with the accounting performance. The
sub-components of corporate governance that have a positive association to the financial performance are
stakeholders, and public disclosure and transparency.
Keywords: corporate governance, rating, financial performance, investors, Turkey
1. Introduction
The need for corporate governance is undeniable. However, whether or not the corporate governance improves
firm performance is another question of which the answer is not clear. Agency problems and the opportunistic
behavior of managers distort the effectiveness of corporate governance. The main point of the emergence of the
agency problem is the owners who stay distant from control; hence, the decisions of the management diverge
from those of the owners. The need for corporate governance to limit conflicts of interests between shareholders
and managers has been known long before. Berle and Means (1932) stated that managers must be controlled in
order to avoid losses. Smith (1937) argued that negligence and profusion prevail while managing other people’s
money rather than their own. Financial scandals like the ones which occurred at Enron, World.com, Parmalat,
Nortel, and Imar Bank and the enormous costs they brought about have reinforced this argument. Such scandals
cause financial markets to drop sharply, investors to lose their savings, people to lose their jobs, and tax
collections to reduce.
Financial scandals in several countries have served as justification for new legislation to regulate corporate
governance practices. For instance, the USA passed the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in 2002. In July 2011, the
Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act passed in order to prevent another financial crisis.
In 2005 the UK updated Turnbull Guidance on Internal Control which is planned to be reviewed during 2012.
Germany passed the law on the corporate governance principles so these principles have become a legal
obligation. Many other countries publish or re-examine their legislation within the framework of corporate
governance. Turkey has also been affected by the domestic and global financial crises. The most severe ones
occurred last two decades, specifically in 1994, 1998, 2001, and 2008. As a result, in July 2003 Turkey
published corporate governance principles adopted from the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) principles of corporate governance, and in February 2005 revised them.
Corporate governance is a set of mechanism which aims to reduce the principal-agent problem, hence to increase
shareholders’ welfare. However, the scope of corporate governance is beyond shareholders as the fund suppliers
and all other stakeholders profit from management who will increase firm performance. Performance measures
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are divided into two primary categories: accounting-based (such as operating income, earnings before interest
and tax, and profit before or after tax) and market-based (such as market value, stock returns, and dividend yield).
Investors follow performance measures according to their scope of interests. Corporate governance ratings may
be a valuable measure to assess firms’ financial performance as they assess firms from a different perspective. A
study analyzing crisis period suggests that firm value is a function of firm-level differences in corporate
governance measures (Baek, Kang, & Park, 2004). Investors are willing to pay the fees charged by rating
intermediaries as they perceive that the governance scores offer valuable information for investment decisions
(Gupta, Kennedy, & Weaver, 2009).
This paper adds new empirical results to the relationships between firm value and corporate governance practices.
The model separately tests both the total composite governance score and the four sub-indices of the composite
corporate governance scores. There are two main points of interest in the analysis. Firstly, the change of the
adjusted R2 is examined for each of the model constructed. Secondly, positive and significant relations between
the governance rating and the market value of the firms point to the positive association between governance
practices and financial performance of firms. While Section 2 reviews the literature, Section 3 shortly explains
the corporate governance in Turkey. Section 4 presents the research and the results, and Section 5 gives the
conclusion of this study.
2. Literature
2.1 Corporate Governance
Shleifer and Vishny (1997) give a broad definition of corporate governance: it concerns the ways in which
suppliers of funds and the corporation themselves ensure returns on investment. A good corporate governance
system should provide a kind of legal protection (Shleifer & Vishny, 1997) to investors in order to minimize the
agency costs. In a similar approach, Picou and Rubach (2006) define corporate governance as the entire rules,
methods and incentives that will harmonize the accord between agent (executive board and management) and
shareholders (those who supply capital). Kyereboah-Coleman and Biekpe (2006) interpret it as a mechanism that
shapes legal protection (firm laws, stock exchange quotation conditions, and accounting standards). In sum, there
is not a common understanding either on the meaning of corporate governance or on the elements needed to
obtain a good governance framework (Gupta, Kennedy, & Weaver, 2006).
According to the OECD, corporate governance involves relations among the management, board of directors,
shareholders, and stakeholders of a firm. Corporate governance is a structure that displays a firm’s objectives,
how to reach these objectives, and how to follow the firm’s performance. Good corporate governance helps
management take proper actions so as to reach the firm’s objectives and shareholders’ interests. The existence of
an effective corporate governance system, both in firm dimension and macroeconomic dimension, gives to
related parties the confidence that the market economy will function in a healthier way (OECD, 2004).
Besides these current definitions on corporate governance, there is no real consensus on the components of good
corporate governance among academicians and practitioners. Most of the research done until today examines a
specific component: board of directors component, shareholders component, salary topics component, the rights
of the stakeholders component, etc. The singular approach of these studies could not have an integrated model
for good corporate governance (Berthelot, Morris, & Morill, 2010). This study examines all of the four main
components of corporate governance in the same model.
Certain institutions perform corporate governance ratings even though there is not a common framework for
good corporate governance. For instance, Standard and Poor’s has developed Standard and Poor’s Corporate
Governance Scores. Ownership structure, effects of external stakeholders, investors’ rights and relations,
transparency and disclosures, structure of board of directors and components (like process) are included in their
rating framework. The same institution has developed the GAMMA Score (Standard and Poor’s, GAMMA) for
the firms in the emerging markets. The scores published by Governance Metrics International include the
accountability of the board of directors, the disclosure of financial statements and internal controls, the rights of
the shareholders, salary package, market and corporate behavior components. Institutional Shareholder Service
evaluates firms according to the board of directors, audits, the contracts and regulations of firms, the regulations
against a takeover, the salary packages of board of directors who have an executive responsibility, top
management, ownership and data on the educational background of the managers.
2.2 Corporate Governance and Firm Performance
Although it is assumed that the minority shareholders are more subject to agency problems than majority
shareholders are, the primary aim of the corporate governance is the protection of shareholders in general.
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Therefore, better governance would mean that an investor’s fund would be better used to give excess returns to
shareholders. The returns may be in the form of dividends and/or increased market value. In either way, it means
that governance achieves this excess by operating performance. Those firms which have above average operating
profit ratios have higher positive cash flows and profits to distribute. This situation will also attract potential
investors who will increase the share price, hence market value.
However, empirical studies may not always establish this positive link between corporate governance and firm
performance. The main reason of this inconsistency is that generally researchers investigate the relation of
corporate governance by focusing on different factors and isolating the other factors in order to determine which
factor effectively controls the conflict of interest between shareholders and management. One of the earliest
researches on the relationship between the corporate governance and firm performance was done by Black (2001)
who found a positive correlation between them. One shortcoming of his study was that the sample he used
consisted of 20 firms only. Gombers, Ishii, and Metrick (2003) constructed a governance index and found that
stronger shareholders rights had higher profits and higher firm value. Bebchuk, Cohen, and Ferrell (2009)
identified the six provisions (namely, staggered boards, limits to shareholder bylaw amendments, poison pills,
golden parachutes, and supermajority of requirements for mergers and charter amendments) out of 24 which
reduce the firm value when the level of these provisions increases. They contributed to the understanding of the
positive link between corporate governance and firm performance by showing which provision affects the firm
value. Contrary to Gombers et al. (2003) and Bebchuk et al. (2009) who focused on external governance, Brown
and Caylor (2006) created Gov-Index using both internal and external governance that showed the positive
relation to firm value. Larcker, Richardson, and Tuna (2007) used 39 structural measures of corporate
governance and concluded that their governance indices are related to future operating performance and excess
stock returns. In the literature, some studies argue against a positive relationship between governance and
performance. For instance, the researches of Yen (2005), Core, Guay, and Rusticus (2006), Ferreira and Laux
(2007), and Chidambaran, Palia, and Zheng (2008) fall into this category.
3. Corporate Governance in Turkey
The evolvement of capital markets and the recent crises that led to the bankruptcy of important firms obliged the
authorities in Turkey to take measures on corporate governance. The first shock for Turkey was the 1997-1998
East-Asian economic crisis. To deal with high inflation and unsustainable growth, the country implemented the
crawling peg system, an IMF supported exchange rate based stabilization program. However, this global shock
was followed by the financial crisis in Turkey in 2001 when many institutions went bankrupt. The GNP of the
country was reduced by 5.7% in real terms, consumer price inflation increased to 55%, the Turkish currency lost
its value more than 50% against hard currencies, and the rate of unemployment exceeded 10% in 2001. This
shock was absorbed when Turkey implemented “Transition to Strong Economy” program monitored by IMF and
the World Bank. Banks which went bankrupt were taken over by Savings Deposit Insurance Fund, which later
liquidated or sold those banks. The costs of the close down of the banks were estimated $50 billion. Turkish
government issued bonds to make the payments of the losses. One decade after the 2001 crisis, it was declared
that the inflation adjusted payments of these government bonds amounted to a loss of TL252 billion on Turkish
economy. Among more than twenty banks that were bankrupt, Imar Bank scandal was one of the greatest
banking corruption cases in the Turkish Republic, and the sum of the fraud amounted to $7,2 billion (even
greater than Société General Bank scandal in which the bank lost €4,9 billion). This incidence showed the degree
to which the corporate governance was needed in Turkey. New regulations were established in Turkey. Capital
Markets Board of Turkey (SPK, 2005) set up guidelines for corporate governance in 2003. In 2005, guidelines
were revised and categorized under four captions which are shareholders, public disclosure and transparency,
stakeholders and board of directors.
However, today, almost 99% of the firms in Turkey are categorized as small and medium sized firms. Thus, it is
difficult to protect shareholders rights by imposing such mechanisms as disclosure standards, independent board
members, and to oblige those firms to assess themselves on corporate governance ratings.
According to the Credit Rating Activities and the Principles for Rating Institutions communiqué issued by
Capital Markets Board of Turkey on July 12, 2007, the following institutions were authorized for corporate
governance rating (SPK, 2007):
1.

Turkish Credit Rating Inc.

2.

SAHA Corporate Governance and Credit Rating Services Inc.

3.

Kobirate International Credit Rating and Corporate Governance Services Inc.
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JCR Eurasi Rating Inc.

5.

RiskMetrics Group, Inc.
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The first four rating institutions were founded in Turkey while the last one is authorized to operate in Turkey. By
the scores given to the firms, these firms try to help investors better assess and manage risks related to the
financial markets. They provide independent assessment, transparency, and expertise.
4. Research Design
4.1 Model
In order to investigate the relationship between the corporate governance and sub-index scores published by the
agencies named above and the financial performance of the firms, the model (Berthelot et al., 2010) in equation
(1) is used:

Pjt  y   0   1 BVE jt   2 NI jt   3 6 CGS  7 10Y jt   jt

(1)

where Pjt  y is the share price of firm j at the end of the last fiscal period, BVE jt is the book value of equity of
firm j at time t, divided by the number of shares at time t, NI jt is the net income of firm j at time t, divided by
the number of shares at time t, CGS jt is the composite corporate governance scores and sub-scores published by
the authorized agencies in Turkey, Y jt (A2006jt, A2007jt, A2008jt, A2009jt, A2010jt), where A2006jt (A2007jt,
A2008jt, A2009jt, A2010jt) is a dummy variable representing each year covered by the observations and is equal
to 1 if the year covered by the observation is 2006 (2007, 2008, 2009, 2010) and 0 otherwise, and  jt is an
error term. CGS(T) is the total composite CGS for firm j at year t. There are four sub-indices of CGS: CGS(S) is
the CGS sub-index score on shareholders for firm j at year t, CGS(P) is the sub-index score on public disclosure
and transparency for firm j at year t, CGS(St) is the CGS sub-index score on stakeholders for firm j at year t,
CGS(D) is the CGS sub-index score on board of directors for firm j at year t.
This model relates share price to book value of equity ( BVE jt ) and current net income NI jt . The effects of the
corporate governance scores stock price are tested by regression coefficients  36 . These coefficients should be
positive and significantly different from zero. Dummy variables are included to control for fixed year effects.
The sample used in this study is composed of all Turkish companies quoted at ISE and those which are rated by
the agency mentioned in Section 3 of this study. The period starts from 2006 when the ratings first began. The
data are retrieved either from the web sites of the credit rating agencies or from the web sites of the firms.
Accounting and share price data are available on the www.ise.gov.tr database. There are 29 firms in total for 70
observations. One firm had its rating revised during the same year, so its former rating was not included in the
analysis leaving 69 observations for the final sample.
4.2 Results
Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for the variables included in the analysis. The mean market capitalization
was TL3,415,911,000, the mean book value was TL1,965,180,000, and the mean net income was
TL312,214,000. The figures of the firms in the analysis show that these firms are important players in the market.
The mean composite corporate governance score is 81.81/100. The mean shareholders sub-score is 81.60/100 or
20.4/25, the mean public disclosure and transparency is 88.02/100 or 30.81/35, the mean stakeholders sub-score
is 88.13/100 or 13.22/15, and the mean board of directors sub-score is 69.50/100 or 17.38/25.
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Table 1. D
Descriptive stattistics

Table 2 prresents the Peearson correlattions among teest variables. The largest coorrelations aree between the MV,
BVE and NI variables. Correlations bbetween compposite governaance and sub-iindex scores aare also signifiicant.
Accountinng and financial variables aare correlated only with stakkeholders sub-score with coorrelations ran
nging
between 0.28-0.33.
Table 2. C
Correlation betw
ween variabless

The resultss of the estimaation of equation (1) are pressented in Table 3. The adjussted R2 for Model-1 indicatess that
the indepeendent variablees book valuee of equity (BV
VE) and net iincome (NI) eexplain 79.7 peercent of the stock
s
price variaation. After addding the com
mposite governaance score to obtain Model-2, the coefficcient has a possitive
value (2.13) as predicteed, and signifiicantly differeent from zero. The adjustedd R2 of Model-2 is 80.5 perrcent,
hence onlyy 0.8 percent higher than thhat of Model-1. Adjusted R2 is used instead of R2 as aadjusted R2, unlike
u
ordinary R2, which increeases only if thhe new indepeendent variable improves the model than would be expe
ected
by chance..
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Table 3. R
Regression resuults

Model-3 aadds all the four sub-indicces to Modell-1. The resullts of the reggression analyysis show that the
coefficientts for the fouur componentss of the compposite governaance index aree positive, as predicted, but not
significanttly different froom zero. All oof the four sub--indices are, thherefore, not reelated to share price.
From Tabble 2, it is notted that corporate governannce sub-index CGS(St) show
ws a significannt correlation with
accountingg variables (BV
VE and NI). T
Therefore, som
me of the effeccts of corporatte governance and its sub-indices
are emboddied in the acccounting variaables which coomplicate the evaluation off the total influuence of corporate
governancce on share price.
p
In ordeer to eliminatte these multticollinearity pproblems, thee two indepen
ndent
accountingg variables (B
BVE and NI) aare regressed on the compoosite governannce scores, annd the standard
dized
residuals oof these auxiliaary regressionss are used in pllace of the raw
w accounting vvariables in Moodel-4 and Model-5.
Therefore,, any correlation between thhe adjusted acccounting variaables and the corporate govvernance score
es are
eliminatedd. In Model-4,, independent accounting vaariables book value of equiity and net income explain 79.6
percent off the variation in
i stock pricess which was almost the samee in Model-1. T
This confirms that the correlation
between acccounting variiables and the total compositte governance score are not significantly ccorrelated as sh
hown
on Table 22. Thus, addinng the total com
mposite goverrnance score vvariable to the regression (M
Model-5) make
es the
adjusted R2 unchanged from
f
the Modeel-1. The coeffficients of the iindependent variables in Moodel-4 and Model-5
are positivve, as predictedd, and different from zero.
In Models 6 and 7, the analysis
a
is repeeated as for the Model 4 andd 5. However, this time, eachh of the accounting
ne for
variables ((BVE and NI) is regressed onn the four sub--index scores iinstead of the total compositte score as don
the Modells 4 and 5. Thhen, the residduals from theese auxiliary rregressions aree used as inddependent variables
instead of raw accountinng variables in Models 6 andd 7. Therefore, Models 6 andd 7 eliminate thhe multicolline
earity
problems bbetween accouunting data annd all of the suub-componentss of the corporrate governancce scores. The new
model obttained as Modeel-6 explains 660.3 percent oof the variationn in stock pricce. This gives evidence that CGS
sub-index score on stakkeholders, CG
GS(St), is embbodied in the accounting vaariables. In reeality, 19.4 percent
(79.7-60.3) of the adjustted R2 of Moddel-1 is explainned by the corp
rporate governance score eveen though Model-1
takes only two accountinng variables innto consideratioon. Adding fouur sub-index scores as indeppendent variablles in
Model-7 tthe overall exxplanatory pow
wer increases by 19.5 percent to reachh 79.8 percentt. In Model-7, the
coefficientts of CGS(P) and
a CGS(St) aare positive, ass predicted, and different froom zero. Howeever, CGS(S) is
i not
different fr
from zero, and CGS(D) coeffficient is negattive. The findinngs are consisttent with thosee of Klein, Sha
apiro,
and Younng (2005), andd Berthelot ett al. (2010). A
According to the empirical results of thiis study, CGS
S(St),
stakeholdeers sub-score, is
i the most imp
mportant sub-coomponent of thhe corporate goovernance. It ccan be asserted
d that
effective ccommunicationn and cooperaation between the firm and its stakeholders have a poositive impact on a
firm’s perfformance in thhe market. Invvestors value fi
firms with highh CGS(St) ratiings. Additionnally, investorss take
account a firm’s high puublic disclosurre and transpaarency ratings (CGS(P)) because of the neeed of shareho
olders
and investtors for regullar and reliablle informationn about the fiirm. Results sshow that corrporate govern
nance
rankings aare reflected in the market vaalues.
5. Conclussion
The main aaim of this papper was to exam
mine whether or not investors consider thee published corrporate govern
nance
ranking inn their evaluattion of stock price. The results indicate that investorss take the corrporate govern
nance
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ratings into account in their stock price evaluations. The results also point out that some components of the firms’
corporate governance appear to be associated with their accounting results. It implies that the corporate
governance scores capture practices that could impact the firms’ accounting results, namely net income and
shareholder equity. The results of the Turkish study are in parallel with the study of Berthelot et. al. (2010) who
researched Canadian firms. As they also pointed out, investors are interested in good corporate governance
practices which affect the market capitalization directly.
It is concluded that corporate governance ratings have an impact on investors’ evaluation of stock price.
However, the effects of the sub-components of the corporate governance are not the same. The study shows
significant positive relationships between financial performance and two of the CGS sub-index, namely
stakeholders, and public disclosure and transparency. The outcomes of this study may help trace the financial
performance of the firms to different sub-components of the corporate governance rating.
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